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NOTE 
The Annual Program, Library Services and Construction Act, 1973-74, 
was originally developed on the basis of the interim funding level announced by 
the Office of Education at the beginning of the fiscal year. Following Congres-
sional approval of the Labor-HEW Appropriations Bill in December, 1974, 
additional funds became available under LSCA. This Supplement to the Annual 
Program, 1973-74, reflects the increased funding level between the interim 
funding and the Appropriation Act. 
Where the only change was an increase in the. amount allocated for a 
project, a revised budget sheet is published in this Supplement. For the narra-
tive description of such projects, the reader should refer to the original Annual 
Program, 1973-74. When a project has been added or restored to the program, 
both budget and description are included herein. 
In all cases this Supplement should be used in conjunction with the Annual 
Program, Library Services and Construction Act, 1973-74. 
~tate of ~outq <1larolina 
®ffice nf t~r (15o\trrnnr 
JOHN C. WEST 
GOVERNOR 
Miss Estellene P. Walker 
South Carolina State Library 
P. 0. Box 11469 
Columbia, South Carolina 29211 
Dear Miss Walker: 
February 4, 1974 DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION 
Edgar A. Brown State Office Building 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Per our conversation, it is not necessary to refer the revisions to the Annual 
Program for FY 74 to this Office for review and approval. Please accept this 
letter as an approval of those revisions. 
Your continued cooperation is appreciated. Please advise me if this Office 
can be of any further assistance. 
Sincerely, 
~ , 
Elmer C. Whitten, 
State Clearinghouse 
ECWjr/bf 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 
REGIONAL OFFICE 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
Miss Estellene P. Walker, 
State Librarian 
February 12, 1974 
South Carolina State Library 
P. 0. Box 11469 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Dear Miss Walker: 
Room 553 
The Fiscal Year 1974 South Carolina Annual Program for Title III Interlibrary 
Cooperation under the Library Services and Construction Act as Amended 
(P. L. 91-600) has been reviewed. 
s~t~r~ly Yt".2tt. / 
~~ (.g:;j 
Charles w. Moore 
Director, Education and Community Services 
Shirley A. Brother 
Senior Program Officer, Library Services 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE 
REGION IV 
Miss Estellene P. Walker 
State Librarian 
50 7TH STREET N.E. 
ATLANTA,GEORGIA ~ll3 
MAR 2 3 1974 
South C~rolina State Library 
P. 0. Box 11469 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Dear Miss Walker: 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
Room 553 
Our records indicate that you were not sent a letter of acceptance for 
the South Carolina Fiscal Year 1974 Annual Program for increased funds 
under Title I and for Title III under the Library Services and Construction 
Act as amended (P. L. 91-600). The programs were accepted as submitted. 
The Notification of Grant Award (OE Form 5235) was issued February 12, 
1974. 
~<:~~( C /?J-Jn~-L._ 
Shirley ~ Brother 
Senior Program Officer, Library 
Sincerely yours, 
ij If . {!tvo~J~//1~:.,~· 
Charles W. Moore, Director 
Education and Community Services 
Services 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE 
REGION IV 
Miss Estellcne P. Walker 
State Librarian 
South Carolina State Library 
P. 0. Box 11469 
50 7TH STREET N.E. 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30323 
May 31, 1974 
Columbia, South Carolina 39301 
Dear Miss Walker: 
OFFICE Or EDUCATION 
Tite amended Project No. III-C (3), and new Project No. VII under Title I, 
Library Services and Construction Act as amended (P.L. 91-600) have been 
reviewed and accepted effective May 9, 1974 as submitted to this office 
in substantially approvable form. 
&!~~ c. ~:cl~ 
Sincerely yours, 
/,}f..' j /}; cl/ /' / f //'-;-;~ /} 1.:/V.,.,...t:t ... , y :v /;, ..- .... " '" ~ 
Charles W. Moore, Director 
Division of Education and 
Community Services 
Shirley A. Brother, Senior Program Officer 
Library Services 
t;,:.:~a?. :~,!~ ~.::~ 11
-REVISED FY I 74 PROGRAM'' 
Consoliclatad Listing o~ Projacts Included ~n ;~~u&l rrog~ao for Tit~es !, III, :V-A a~d :V-B 
r~'ll:! a:.-:.:>u:·l ::s rz·Jo::-;:ed b.;:l6t-l c:.~e: 
I"' -:----~----"..J 7 ...... ~·~--1:-,.res "~-v 'D-oJ'ect bv L"C' "T'.:t 1 e !.,D J.:,.,:,..,..l..h~..:•~C:\.4 --t •• J~•·\..6-'-~ UJ ~.. ' J .J .-. .,.._ • 
0 .~.c:tu.:-.1. 2~:;(~:-:.:!!.tur-es bv ?rojcc::. 1n :;,.seA Ti ~le 
Lns~=~c~ :c,~-4s =0:: co:.~?lcting tt.is listing :ol:!.ot·1.5: 
l. ~or e~ch LSCA Title us~ a saparata sheat(s); 
2. Trar.scribe t~e inforoation fro~ s~ction 3 of each 
l?40j•~Ct Re~ort {O=: Forrr. 3114-1) to one of the lines below. 
3. Fo~ e~ch LSC~ Title, show total of expendit~4eS by expenses categot7 and source 
(tot~l of co~u~,s l throug~ ll) 
State: SOUTH CAROLINA 
..:or r·isca!. 'i<::;~:- Ending J~ne 30, ~.:; 74 
Date c~ Sub~is3ion:Ju1y 1, 1973 
'.rna projects listad b~lo·.-~ c..-:.·c 
~uthorizec ~~dz~ provisions of ~SCA 
(check or.e): 
lSJTitle I Public Library 
L.J.Ti tle I Institutional 
OTitle I Handicapped 
1:;-.~ Tit l a . III ____ · __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~S~V~C~A~T~EG~C~-~~Y~(C~o~lu~N~,n~s~J-~7~)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~a~Y~SO~~RCE (Coio:~ns s-:;: 'l·.--., 
• I i : . ~ I I ! . 'J • "._ 
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N;.;Ms:::R I ... ,.,~o~::~-e:s aooKt -f- MAT;t;uAL.s i O::Qu;Pr-.~.ar-;-:- j . se:Rv,ca:;s I e:xPt:::-osas !"RuJccT l FvN.Js j f'uNcs j "'''N:;s ! c.,,,;-; 
I . (lj (2) i (ji ! (4) I (.S) I (1) I (8) (9) ..!! 0_\ I (11) 
I-A 1100,604 j ! I 7,091 l 76,103 I 227,093, 14,091l 213;0021 ! 227,093' 
L I I • • I ' 
I:-B - f - ··· ~ · I· ~ f 6,000 ! 6,000 12,000 I 12,000 r l l 12,000 
---- -------- I I ' I l 
II l 78,988 i 77,000 I . I i II 500 I 156,488! 77,000 I 79,488 :,· 156,488 
\ ; ' f I ! 
III-A 
III-B (3) 
III-C (1) 
-
III-C (3) 
-
"III-:0 (1) 
"'III-D (2) 
III-D (3) 
V-A 
--V-B 
-
V-D 
. I . I I I i 
2,881,ss3j1,065,749: 29,093 1123,998 974,513 5,075,236 r ·-955,32si4,119,9os i 5,075,2~ 
. 1·,5ooj 1· f / j 1,5oo I 3,ooo j 3,ooo l I _j 3,ooo 
40,8341 3,346! 1 260 1 1 14,270 1 ss, 710 ji s,soo 1 ! s0,210! ss. no 
I 34,249 I 
I 
I 
59,3341 
90.,000 i I I I I 90,000 90,0001 I ! 90,000 
14,039r ~~~~~~~~~-2~ -~~7 -,-2~5-1 23,641 9;,;9~ I 35,soo I ·I 58,396 I 93,'896 
~8,9711 6,956 1 3,497 I ! 6,322 j 9s,oso! 15,0191 25,681 i 54,380 I 95;oso 
30,558 i 7,1001 1 · 1 1 5,4221 43,6'80 l I 8,500 I 35,180 ! 43,680 
l 288,1391 _32,015 1 1 1 i 320,154 1 320,1541 1 1 320,154 
I 11,6011 1,288 i ! . I I 12,8891 12,889 i i 12,889 
l 18,000 i I I j I 18,000 I 18,.000 I ! 
. I I I . . 18,000 
.l I \ I I i l l I ! I __ _ 
• I • I I . I I t I . t' I TO!'~ L L l . ' l l t I l I 
"{;·~,.(. ~~!~~..:.,£· ''REVISED FY '74 PROGRAM" 
Consoliclata~ Listi~g o~ Projacts lncl~~~d ~~ ;~~u&! rrcgr&c for Titles I, !II, ~V-A a~d :V-B 
----------r~1<:: £:.~•1;)U:·. ::s ra;>or;:eC. b"=l0~17 E:.TC: I State: South Carolina 
~ --:--··.:~ ....... ....,d .......... ~·"" 4 -·-,·res b'-' '0-1"'\·ect by Lee"' rr.;t 1 e ":"o ..... Fl·sca 1 "" ·- -;::;-_...;~ J -o ·c74 
.!.:.1 .~:.."'~-··""'"" -•·.-'"-·-"'-'""' J .. ~ ... ·J , ,J .-. ... • , .1: - • -'-"'"'· ~"---:lg ~ne .J , .:. .. 
0 Actu<.i Zx:-:.(~:-:.:!:.tures bv ?rojcci:. b·; ~SCA Ti ~le J Date c:: Subr::ission :July i, 19D 
L.ns-.;r;.1c-;~o:-.s :;..._,-:: co:.:?lctir.g ::r.i.s lis::ing :::cEot·Js: T"ne projects listed bei.ot·: arc 
!. For c~ch LSCA Ti~le use a separate sheat(s); ~uthorizec u~d2~ provisions of LSCA 
2. Transcribe :~e info~ation fro~ s~ction 3 o: each (check one): 
l?roj.-'\ct Re?ort Cm: Forrr. 3114-l) to one of the lines below. ISJTitle I Public Library 
3. For eP.ch LSC.":. Ti~le, show total of expendit~res by expenses catego1."')' and so1.1rce LJ.Titla I Institutional 
. (totc:.l c:. co~Uf-1-"15 1 through 11) OTitle I Handicapped 
ri'Titl~ III · ---------------~~--------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------~~--------~--~~~ ev CATi::GCflY (Co!u:an:; J•7) I av SO-.RCS (Goi<J:r.ns s-::: 
• PRO.;;:ci 
N\JMCI::::R 
--
Vt-A (2) 
I 
I 
1 s .. a . .:.,.:e:s 
l A"'O w;.;;e:s 
I ! m 
SOOKt. 
(2) 
126,.706 1 52' 854 
I -; : ·~ I l 1 Au::>lo•V!SUAI.; _ . _ .- :c:oNTAAC":'UA'-' oT.,~R TOTA'- FCAJ i"EOERA'- 1 STATE L.OCA'.. 1.- MATS:RIAL.S lc:.QUo?M .. :.N' j SERVIC!::'- II EXPENSES PROJi::CT l FUN.JS I f"UNOS I Fl!NOS 
I (Jj J (4) I (.5) (6) (1) f . (8) ! (9) . (10,1 
-r •,•• -. I 
• •J. •""'-
{.~!u.:t c.;·Jal 
c.~/. 7; 
(11) 
192,928. 3,571 j 2.,180 I \ 7,6171 192,928 f:--37_,_z_3_z ...;.l_1s_s_,_69_6_._! ___ _. ____ _ 
l ! I 1,3771 1,377 ' 1,377 f I I 1,377 - --;.·- I. ' . . . t . i vt-A (3) 
·-· 
VI-A (4) 
-
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-
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-
I 
-· 
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-
'III 
-
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-
--
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-
-· 
'!'O'l'~L 
I·· 
! ! I I 900 ! 900 ! 6 i I 900 9oo I ; 
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I ' I I I 1· . I I l 
. r t I I ·i 4,soo I 4,soo . ____~. ___ _ 
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4,500 4,500 
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l I ! ! I I I I . I ! 
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OEPARTNENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. ZOZOZ 
PROJECT REPORT 
"REVISED FY 174 PROGRAM" 
An answer is required 
for each item on this fonn. 
THIS REPORT IS FOR 
[ --· A PROPOSED X PROJECT c-, AN ACTUAL PROJECT 
TITLE 
FORM APPROVED 
O.M.B. NO. 51-R0712 
I 
For Titles I and Ill of the library Services and Construction Act, as amended P.L. 91-600 
,Read the Instructions before completing this report) 
FISCAL YEAR ENDING 
June 30, 19 74 
STATE 
s. c. !PROJECT NO. I-A 
< 
1-
< 
0 
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u 
w 
""' 0 
0:: 
a. 
I 
< 
:z: 
0 
1-
u 
w 
V'l 
1. NAME (Identify if state a~ency, re,iona/ or local lrbrary, or~nnization, tor instilutiC'n that n·11l administ~r the prOJect) TELEPHONE (Area code-, Number, Extension) 
1 South Carolina State Lib.rary ___ (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
ADDRESS (/\'umber, street, city and State) I COUNTY ZIP CODE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT lSI (If le~• than enure 
P. 0. Box 11469, Columbia, s. c. Richland 29211 State, tJsl by numb .. r) All 
2. NAME OF PROJECT -- ··-----·~ 
Title I: Project I-A General Administratio:1 (Strengthening the State Agency) 
3. PROJECT DATES [__' INITIAL PROJECT ~;;::-:CoNi INUlNG .. PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT -Nl;MBE-R ·r:-.A 
a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN "(years.lfnde0njte _I b. P_~!Ec_y~eEGA_:_'_ _ _l_2_5_L_ I c. PROPOSED- ~ERMINA-~-~~ O~~E ~1_0n :__t_e_r_n_1_i_n_a_l __ 
4. G:O_G_R_A_P~ICAL AND POPULATION DATA rCorr.ptet~ all olll•"__:__"b_-_;_''.·:_'_~ __ ap_pi,.·able t, tllis prnJ~CI) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
(1) TOTAL NUMBER OF COUNTIES SERVED .j.() (l)l_' BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES !.lJ[ • REFERENCE <;~:RVICE 
(2) NUMBER 0 F PERSONS IN THE A REA SERVED BY THE PROJECT . ?-·, 5 '.)_Q_, 5 !~6____ {2) [ ~COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK -~---:;;r:=s-~ifALPR_O_C_E_S_S-IN_G __ _ 
(3) PRECOV.INA"lT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (GiH:: hcsl rs!irnale •.Ji the per• Pnta~e 
distribution of persons served within each of the follo":mQ a r<:as) 
(5) : __ ;OTHER (Specil)·) 
a. (J) MODEL CITY NEIGHBORHOOD 3. Q 3 % (2) APPAl.,,CHIA 25. 33 '7o b. (1) URBA~ 7 • 57 '7o (1) SUBURBAN 
I -·-----· 
'7o (J) RURAL 52. 43 
~YPE OF GROUP(Chf!ck thf! box which best des~.:ribes tht!'_populat10n !;er~·~d_b_y_rh_P_P_r_o_j~r:_!e_J ______ ~ 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Gi .. ·e best C"stim11te f)( the fJ<·rcenlltltr· distrj1J,1tion of 
(I)LJ ECONOMICALLY D~SAOVANTAGEO persons sen·C"d in the project by a.tc: .troups (st-e item 4.b.) 
':o 
(])c PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED; GIVE PERCENTAGE OF THIS Gf'vUP T,.;-~:-LIND '7o 78? 
709 
--------
- ll CHILDREN , 
(3; C MIGRANT (4) lX! GENERAL PUBLIC AREA (5) C OT.;ER (.~;ecdy;------- (1) YOUTH 51 9,-083 - 1,092 764 190. 960 
I 8. E7HNIC 0?. RACIAL GROUP IS THIS PROJECT PRIMARILY FOR :;,.·-;:PFCIF-ic ETHNIC OR RA· ----
CIAL GROUP! (JI "YES ... Qivf! best estimate of percenttt'e distribution of person . ., .. 
stn·ed b)· race or ethnic troup) C _YES ~NO 9. NUW.GER OF PARTICIPATING LIBHI\RIES AND A('ENCIES 
--~-- ------------~--- (1) TOTAL (Sum of items (2) thro1 (11). (6) o7HER"Ac __ A_D_E_M-IC-.--2:::------
IF SPANISH SURN-".1-lED 
'7o f2)a. MEXICAN t-•AERI(f,NS '70 68 (])SPECIAL 3 ', 
~·AMeRICAN ORIENTALS ~. b. cu~~-~~- '70 r--~ PUBLIC 4U I (S) HOSPITALS 6 
c. NEGRO ~. c. PUERTO "•CAN '7c (3) SCHOOL Q I (9) CO'<RECT!ONAL ----"7 
-· (4) VO<:ATIONAL -~ ~,-::-,DEN ,1/,L 8 
r"!. WHITE - c-•-: d. 0 T 1-i E: R o;'c; ...., I S ( l t 0 0 l S 1 ~. OT>iER % -~------- · r5; JH. coLLt::GE ornJ oTHooR SE?.te Dept. Ed. (l) 
SU•I.'A.ARY OF EXPENDITURES (FJII 1n Ltne J f,-.., "P/'(Qf'OSED" c.nd L1nf'": 2 lvr "ActuCJI" expPnr/llures, OE Form 3114-J. Round Hll amounts to nr:sre."'t J(>!IRr) 
--- - ---- - ---·- ----· ------- --
,w I -~PORY ~~--~-- BY 50UHCEf(Co/umn.,_lld-llJ TOTAL 
Ill~ • P<iOJECT SALARIES BOCKS AUDIO:":tSIJAL I EQUIP,..:E.NT 1·-0-NT:-_'·CTUA_.·-. I, C1 o__ .·n•.ER. TOTALFOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (Mu~l ,.,us/ 
zl-1-- '·' hND WAGES •AATERIALS I I SE··V"CES ~x,n, •SES PROJECT FUNDS FUN115 FUNDS C<>l. 7) ~~~l.____!_::'\ (1) (2) (3) (_4~----1---_<_3~-- _ t~'!_ __ , ___ I7_J___ (8) (9) t-~- ___ '.!__IJ __ _ 
.... (L I ' I I j ~§~~~~~f~s:~ ton;-6(.o()4 _7~9J __ li ;_1j~· 1~;t"~zzc,_o_93 1i...Q9Ii_1_3, O~J--1--·=~~---. fl10:~9~ __ 
,2. Ar:I•Jal _-/'' V 
I ~--~~---~~,·.-----~~=-----~--~~--~'~------~--~------~~~~-----------U,_,. 1 CER.,.IFY l I! f h . C . NAME OF HEAG. STATL.LIB'·.f,RY A',f.><CY rTyp~Jy,iGf;AtURE ~ ;j .1 DATE 
• ...,~ o '·'"t" ote1normahon / ft Fb 2 l974(R } ~~0 ('t';nt.~::~tdhr:rci:l is cr.nrect t(} the best . '1 • 1.1 :=.i· .. ( ~ .1 I • I e.: . ', e''· .,.~~~ ·-r rr,;, kr.owl<:r!f:"· Estellenc ~-.__ Wa!k:~: _Lw_rar-_:_a__~~L~..:{:t{~.;'~-~--·~· _ ~7<-i_,f"J:i...",J Jo~als 1, J.9-7..3_. 
•.::..: r-:.;·;.4 ~l i-4-l, r:./73 
·; !") f..:.:.}·'-~-! ,:th (:; ~1 
PREVIGUS EDITIONS J. r<[ Of'S'.'U:. "l :: 
th•: Sta.te Ag!.:.ncy ~;al~! r. i .. ~~::: ~- ...... ,._,, 
. i Ct !- r~ r 
(.'; .. r~ \'c"':',..,t· of zl.r.,· iorr.J 1 
r J· •..• •. 1~ · r. 't. "i I) (I(; 
"REVISEI' FY 1 74 PROGRAM" 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION 
An answer is required 
for each item on this form. 
FORM APPROVED 
O.M.B. NO. 51-R0712 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202 
PROJECT REPORT 
ForTitles I ond Ill of the Library Services end Construction Act, os emended P.L. 91·600 
,Read the /nstructrons before complet~ng this report) 
THIS REPORT IS FOR 
[~-~ A PROPOSED X PROJECT C 
FISCAL YEAR ENDING 
June 30, 1974 
1. NAME (ldentil)' if state a~ency, re~1onsl or local l1brary, or~anizat1on, or institu:ion that .,..-r/1 adminrst~r the ptOJ~Ct) 
South Carolina State Library_ 
P. 0. Box 1146 9. Columbia, S. C. I COUNTY __ Richland TZIP CODE 29211 ADDRESS (Numb~r. alre~t, city and State) 
2. NAME OF PROJECT 
AN ACTUAL 
PROJECT 
TITLE 
STATE 
s. c. 
I 
!PROJECT NO. III-B (3) 
TELEPHONE (Area code-, Number, Extt!'nsion) 
(803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
---- ----·· .. -\....UNUHt:.;::,:;:,IVNI\L uiSTRICT!S) (JII~ss than rntrre 
Stat~. list by number) 
All 
III-B ~3J Career Education: W~orks_l:l__o__Q_s_________ ---------~ 
3. PROJECT DA E [ ~ INITIAL PROJECT :.:-c~ coN-;-I>.JUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER II-C; III-B (3) 
< 
... 
< 
0 
... 
u 
UJ 
.., 
0 
Q: 
a.. 
I 
< 
z 
0 
i= 
u 
UJ 
VI 
a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN ·(vear.) Indefinite .J b. -;-;-':_-;JEC-~_!E'GA~~ ---------195tl- ,c. PROPOSED TERMINATION DATE Indefinite 
4. GEOGRAPHICAL AND POPULATION DATA ICompl•t• u/1 of 1/;e ·"'b-dc·co•s appl•n>bl~ to th<s pmject) 5. FOR TITLE HI. INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT =.2.:~:.::_ __ _ 
f-- --- --·-
(!)TOTAL NUMBER OF COUNTIES SERVED ~-----_1_{) ___ ~----· ll)L_~ BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES SERVICE 
(2) NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE AREA SERVED BY THE Pr.OJECT_ ~?....__2~{)~_6 (])~=--·COMMUNICATIONS NET'"'ORK 
(3) PREDOMINANT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (Gi>e l.est c·s:;mate 0/ the P<'r• enta'e (5) ::.__;OTHER (SpeCify) 
distribution of persons served within each of the lollo"·inQa n·Hs) 
!----a_._:.._( I) MODEL CITY NEIGHBORHOOD ~ _ _Ql__ ___ ";_, -----(2~ ~PPAI.~~A _?5. 3 3% ~)URBAN47,57_ ~' (2) SUBURBAN _____ ';0 (3) RURAL 52, 43 <;", 
6. TYPE OF GROUP(Check the box which b~~t d~scribes thr popt·:,._rfon scr·,,,..-J by tl,e pro/crt) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Gi\.·e best esrimnte of the perc~nts~~ distribution of 
(l)c ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED ---------~- ·---- -~ --- persons sen-ed m the project by "i2e f2roup< (see item 4,b.) 
{2)1: PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED: GIVE PERCENTAGE OF T'-115 G; :;,uP T~;,-A~ BLIND '7o , 787 709 "WORKING AGE/ 1 092 764 
,_, -~---~~~-- _______ JIICHILOREN , . (JLGRADUATE , 
(J)~MIGRANT (4J(X'!GENERALPUBLICAREA (5)~[_-:JoT~I_!!:.:rily).. (2)YOUTH 519,083 - ( 4)AGED 190~960 
B. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP IS THIS PROJECT PRIMARILY FOR A o,PECif'lf_ ET~>.;IC OR RA· • -
CIAL GROUP! (If .,YES," live best estimate of p~rcenta~~ drstrib·Irion (i! persons r-
~t'rved by race or ethnic ~roup) ___________ ---==.:_.:.:~ 
IF SPANIS-! SUPt<~'-IED 
38 
-··-· '"-
38 
, ·~· ~<.HOOL 
C I 
·-· .... "-"'TIONAL 
' 
I 
OLLEGE 
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OE 3114-1 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1974 
Title I 
--=------------------------------------------
Project III-C (3) Metropolitan 
Libraries: Resource Centers 
SECTION C--DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
1. Contributions toward attaining goals of the long range program: Supporting 
Goal II E directly and Goal V B indirectly, the project will improve in depth 
the reference resources of six metropolitan libraries which serve as resource 
libraries for surrounding areas and thus improve reference service to the 
people of the entire state. 
2. General description: This project will provide grants to the six libraries for the 
purchase of reference material needed to give depth to the central reference 
collection for the areas. The libraries receiving these grants must meet all 
requirements for State and Federal Aid. The libraries must furnish the State 
Library with proof that the current budget for reference materials will not be 
reduced below the amount of local funds budgeted for this purpose during the 
preceding year. Each library in consultation with the chief librarians of the 
public libraries in its service region must develop and carry out plans for pub-
licizing and promoting its service throughout the service area. Grants win. be 
paid to the libraries on a reimbursement basis upon the submission of accep-
table records of expenditure of the funds. 
The three libraries previously designated as Area Reference Resource 
Centers (Charleston, Florence, Greenville) will receive grants of $20,000 
each for the purcla se of reference materials. Three additional metropolitan 
libraries (Aiken, Richland, York) will receive grants of$10,000 each to 
strengthen their reference resources. 
3. General aims: The aim of the Metropolitan Libraries: Resource Centers Project 
is to strengthen the reference resources of the six central libraries and thus pro-
vide a better level of service to the people of the areas. 
100--6/10/71 
OE 3ll4-t 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1974 
Title __:I:__ ____________ _ 
Project III- C (3) Metropolitan 
Libraries: Resource Centers 
4. Method of administering: This project will be administered by the Field Services 
staff of the State Library and financial records will be maintained by the 
State Library. 
5. Special or unique characteristics; NA 
Areas of emphasis: NA 
Special resources required: NA 
6. Objectives, result of or influenced by particular economic or social conditions: 
NA 
7. Map of the geographical area: (See attached map) 
8. Public and non-public libraries, agencies, organizations, and institutions parti-
cipating in this project: 
Aiken County Public Library, 224 Laurens Street, S. W., Aiken, South Carolina 
29801 
Charleston County Library, 404 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403 
Florence County Library, 301 South Irby Street, Florence, South Carolina 29501 
Greenville County Library, 300 College Street, Greenville, South Carolina 29601 
Richland County Public Library, 1400 Sumter Street, Columbia, South Carolina 2920 
York County Library, 325 South Oakland Avenue, Rock Hill, South Carolina 29730 
500--6/10/71 
Major Emphasis of Project: 
South Carolina State Library 
l500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 2920l 
Fiscal Year l974_ 
Title _-=.I ____________ _ 
Project III- C (3) Metropolitan 
Libraries: Resource Centers 
1. .Service to disadvantaged in low-income areas: 
2. Strengthening State Library administrative agency: 
3. Strengthening metropolitan public libraries serving as resource centers: 
Strengthens six metropolitan resource libraries. 
Relation of Project to: 
1. Early childhood education: NA 
2. Drug abuse education: NA 
3. "Right to read": NA 
4. Environmental education: NA 
5. Career education: NA 
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1. NAME (Identify it state aJiency, ~~~ionttl or local library, orQanizaliOn, or institution that will administer the project) TELEPHONE (Area code, /\'umber, Ert~nsion) 
1 South Carolina State Library 803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
ADDRESS (Number, street, city and Stat") l COUNTY ZIP CODE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT lSI (II J"ss than entir. 
• . State, list by number) 
1 P. 0. Box 11469, Columb1a, S. C. R1chland 29211 1, 2, 3, 6 2. NAME OF PROJECT ----~---
..llhD PJ- Rural Disadvantaged ~~---- _ -~--
3. PROJECT DA E C_' INITIAL PROJECT Lz- CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER lii-D- (1) 
a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN-(years) ndefinite b. PROJECT RLG_~Ju1y 1, 1971 !c. PROPOSED TERMINATION DATE Indefini_t_e ____ _ 
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· . SERVIC.E... ___ _ 
(3) PREDOMINANT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (Gi"r·e bt·.•d estir.;nte of tile peru·nf~Qe 
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DATE 
2, Feb. 
July l, 
1974 (Rev.) 
1973 
'" FORIJ. 31 i4-1, 6/73 PPEVIOUS EDITIONS ARE 08SOLf::TE 1==--- (See r'·~~crst• c: /his r·crr·:) 
'· 
,/ 
"REVISED FY '74 PROGRAM'' 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE An answer is required FORM APPROVED 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION for each i tern on this form. O.M.B. NO. 51·R0712 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202 
THIS REPORT IS FOR TITLE 
PROJECT REPORT (1{' ~:o~~~~SED [_-' AN ACTUAL 
• PROJECT I 
For Titles I and Ill of the Library Services and Construction Act, os amended P.L. 91-600 FISCAL YEAR ENDING STATE rROJECT NO. 
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,·Read the Instructions before completing this report) june 30, 19 74 S.C. V-A 
1. NAME (Identify it state aQency, re12ional or local library, or~anization, or institution that wiJI admin1ster the project) TELEPHONE (Area code, Number, Extension) 
South Carolina State Library_ (803) 758-3181; 758-3182 
ADDRESS (Number, street, city and State) 
I 
COUNTY ! ZIP CODE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT IS) (If less than entire 
11469 Richland 29211 
State, list by number) 
All P. 0. Box Columbia, S. C. 
2. NAME OF PROJECT 
V-A Book Collection Improvement Project (B CIP) (other) 
3. PROJECT DATES c INITIAL PROJECT [Xj CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER V-A. 
a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN '(years) Indefinite I b. PROJECT BEGA" 1961 lc· PROPOSED TERMINATION DATE Indefinite 
4. GEOGRAPHICAL AND POPULATION DATA (Complete all of the sub-items applicable to this project) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
(1) TOTAL NUMBER OF COUNTIES SERVED 30 (1)c-:- BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES (3) D REFERENCE SERVICE 
(2) NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE AREA SERVED BY THE PROJECT 2 134 360 (2} ::::'COMMUNI CATIONS NETWORK (4) D ~%-~H,~IiAL PROCESSING 
(3) PREDOMINANT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (Give best estimate of the percenta~e (5) L OTHER (Specify) 
distribution of persons served within each of the followinQa reas) 
3. 30 .. (2) APPALACHIA 25. 33% b. (J)URBAN47.57'7, (2)SUBURBAN '7o (3) RURAL 52. 43 % a. (I) MODEL CITY NEIGHBORHOOD 
" 
6. TYPE OF GROUP(Check the box which best describes the population served by the project) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Gi,·e best estimate of the percentafle distribution of 
(1)0 ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED persons served in the project by af2e Qroups (see item 4.b.) 
(2)0 PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED; GIVE PERCENTAGE OF THIS GROUP THAT IS BLIND % (11 CHILDREN (sfle 0-14;637 369 
WORKING AGE/ 
(3) GRADUATE (afle 25-64) 909,' 456 
-4 (JJ0MIGRANT (4)@ GENERAL PUBLIC AREA (5) L OTHER (Specify) (2) YOUTH (ajle 15-24) 431 701 (4) AGED (atle 65 and over) 1 55, 8 3 
8. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP IS THIS PROJECT PRIMARILY FOR A SPECIFIC ETHNIC OR RA· 
· .. 
_,.,_ ·:·o::.:-: ·: ·:· :· ····.:-:-•:' <. :· i }.•:··:,:·····:······· .:· CIAL GROUP? (If "YES." Qive best estimate of percentaQe distribution of persons 
served by race or ethnic Qroup) r--YES ~NO 9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES 
IF SPANISH SURNAMED (1) TOTAL (Sum of items (2) thru ( 11) (6) OTHER ACADEMIC 
(1) a. AMERICAN INDIANS '7o (2) a. MEXICAN AMERICANS '7o 26 (7) SPECIAL 
b. AMERICAN ORIENTALS '7o b. CUBAN '7o PUBLIC ?h (8) HOSPITALS 
c. NEGRO 'J, c. PUERTO RICAN '7o (3) SCHOOL (9) CORRECTIONAL 
d. WHITE '7o d. OTHER '7o (4) VOCATIONAL l(IO) ;~~~u0t~S IAL 
e. OTHER '7o bL ~ _-::;;:; > < > )i 2 ;' )• · ····i·:·/iJ (5) JR. COLLEGE (11) OTHER 
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES (Fill in Line 1 for "PROPOSED" and Line 2 for "Actual" expenditures, OE Form 3114-3. Rout1d all amounts to nearest dollar) 
BY CATEGORY (Columns 1-7) BY SOURCE (Columns 8-11) 
TOTAL 
PROJECT SALARIES AUDIQ-VISUAL CONTRACTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL BOOKS EQUIPMENT STATE LOCAL (Must equal AND WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 7) 
( 1) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) ( 11) 
1. Proposed 288,139 32,015 /,.-. 320,154 320,154 320, 154 
l ~ 2. Actual 
I/ 
I CERTIFY that all of the information NAME OF HEAD, STATE'LIBRARY AGENCY (Type) SIGNATURE DATE 
'? contained herein is correct to the best /-~,I>//~ . I') r-.:..~~ -of my knowledge. Estellene P. Walker, Librarian ...,..,... Feb. 2, 1974 
OE FORM 3114-1, 6/73 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE 
._. L .._. v (See reverse of this form) 
< 
SECTION C- DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT (Complete at be~innin~ of the year ONLY) 
The narrative aescnption should provide all information essen.tial to understand the general d1mensions of the pruject. (Type on 8 x 10 1!2 inch or 8 1/2 x 11 inch unruled white 
paper and submit with .this form.) 
1. Include a statement which shown the contributions of this project toward attaining the goals of the long-range program. 
2. Include a general deseription of the project. 
3. Describe the general aims of the project. 
4. Describe the method of administering the project (e.g., by contract, State agency, local agency). 
S. Describe special or unique characteristics of the project, particular areas of emphasis, and special resources required to conduct this project. 
6. Explain if the objectives to be served by this project are the result of or are influenced by particular economic or social conditions of the area (e.g., primary occupation, 
population density, depressed area.) 
7. Include a map of the geographical area served by the project, where appropriate. 
8. Identify all public and nonpublic libraries, agencies, organizations. and institutions participating in this project, by name, type of organization. Attach list. 
SECTION D ·EVALUATION REPORT (Complete lor all projects at END. of fiscal year report, and submit with "Actual" Annual Expenditures Report, OE Form 3114·3) 
Indicate any change in the information supplied in Section B of this form submitted at the beginning of the fiscal year. Describe accomplishment(s) and failure(s) of the project 
as measured by State agency evaluation criteria. Describe problems encountered; special experiences and observation; effectiveness of project in achieving objectives of the 
State long-range program. Attach a copy of any materials prepared for publicity of the project, such as press releases, or brochures announcing availability of scholarships. 
Include a copy of feature stories, news reports, and photographs. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING REPORT 
(OE Form 3114-1, for Titles I and III of the Library Services and Construction Act, as Amended, P.L. 91-600) 
Complete this form for each project included in the Annual Program under Titles I and III. Identify each additional sheet attached to OE Form 3114-1 with name of State, LSCA 
Title, fiscal year, and project number in upper righthand comer. 
At beginning of fi seal year: 
1. Complete Sections A, Item 1 of B, and Section C. 
2. Submit "Proposed" Project Report before July 1 of the fiscal year during which the project will be in progress. 
At end of fiscal year for all projects: 
1. Make a copy of "Proposed" Project Report if submitted at beginning of fiscal year. Update for actual accomplishments. A project report form must be submitted for all projects. 
2. Fill in line "2" of Section B; 
3. Prepare Evaluation Report required in Section D; 
4. Submit "Actual" Project Report with "Actual" Expenditure Report (OE Form 3114·3) as soon as possible after end of fiscal year but not later than September 30. 
In completing this form, an answer must be provided for each numbered item and sub-items thereof. Use the letters "N.A." to fill in the space provided if a particular question is 
"not appropriate" to the project. If requested information is "not available" give your best estimate and so indicate by adding "est.". 
1. Salaries and Wages 
2. Books 
3. Audiovisual Materials 
4. Equipment 
5. Contractual Services 
6. Other Expenses 
GSA DC 73.14019 
DEFINITIONS OF EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES- SECTION B 
Show the amount for gross salaries or wages of employees in full time equivalents; 
Show the allowable expenditures for the purchase of books; 
Show the allowable exPenditures for the purchase of audiovisual materials; 
Show the expenditures for equipment such as shelving, readi11g desks, typewriters, bookmobiles, and other objects of non-expendable equipment; 
Show the expenditures for services performed by an outstde organization or firm. Submit two copies of each contract document; 
Show the operating expenses, such as travel, supplies, printing and postage, rental of space, and other services which do not fall into the 
other categories (e.g., scholarships, traineeships, internships, etc.). 
SIGN AND DATE REPORT. MAIL (3 copies) to the appropriate Regional Office of the U.S. Office of Education. 
OE 3114-1 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1974 
Title _--=.I ___________ _ 
Project_~v~-~A~:~B~C~IP~--------
SECTION C--DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
1. Contributions toward attaining goals of the long range program: 
This project supports Goal liB and aids public libraries of South Carolina in 
improving and enlarging their book collections in order to provide better li-
brary service. 
2. General description: The Book Collection Improvement Project is a continuing 
program which provides grants to participating county and regional libraries with 
which to purchase or rebind standard titles for adults, young people and children. 
Libraries receiving these grants nust meet all requirements for State and Federal 
Aid. The libraries must furnish the State Library with proof that current book 
budgets will not be reduced due to the receipt of grant funds. Grants are paid to 
the libraries on a reimbursement basis upon the submission of acceptable records 
of the expenditure of the funds. 
In 1973-74, twenty-five county and regional libraries are expected to parti-
cipate in the project. Grants will be made on a per capita basis. An equitable 
distribution between headquarters and extension units will be expected. At least 
40o/o of the grant will be spent for juvenile materials to support the American 
Patriot Reading Club, a Bicentennial activity being conducted by South Carolina li-
braries in 1974 and 1975. Libraries owning at least one book per capita may 
choose to spend 10o/o of the total grant for audio-visual materials, including record-
ings, filmstrips, cassettes, or prints, but not motion picture films. 
3, General aims: The aim of the Book Collection Improvement Project is to 
strengthen the resources of South Carolina public libraries and to support the 
special juvenile programs. 
100--6/10/71 
OE 3114-l 6 /7l South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1974 
Title ---~--------------------------------------Project_V~-~A~---------------------
4. Method of administering: The Book Collection Im.provement Project is 
administered by the Field Services staff of the State Library and financial 
records are maintained by the State Library. 
5. Special or unique characteristics; The American Patriot Reading Club, which 
this project in part supports, will encourage knowledge and appreciation of state 
and national history and culture. 
Areas of emphasis: NA 
Special resources reguired: Books and A- V materials 
6. Objectives, result of or influenced by particular economic or social conditions: 
NA 
7. Map of the geographical area: The attached map shows participating county and 
regional libraries. 
8. Public and non-public libraries, agencies, organizations, and institutions parti-
cipating in this project: 
Abbeville-Greenwood Regional Library (5 branches, 2 bookmobiles) 
Aiken-Bamberg-Barnwell-Edgefield Regional Library (14 branches, 2 bookmobiles) 
Anderson County Library (6 branches, 2 bookmobiles) 
Beaufort County Library (2 branches, 1 bookmobile) 
Charleston County Library (8 branches, 2 bookmobiles) 
Cherokee County Library (1 branch, l bookmobile) 
Chester County Library (l branch, 1 bookmobile) 
Colleton County Library (l bookmobile) 
Darlington County Library (3 branches, l bookmobile) 
Dillon County Library (2 branches, 1 bookmobile) 
Fairfield County Library (l branch, l bookmobile) 
Florence County Library (4 branches, 2 bookmobiles) 
Georgetown County Library (2 branches, l bookmobile) 
Greenville County Library (5 branches, 4 bookmobiles) 
(See attached sheet for continuation) 
500--6/10/71 
Title I, Project V-A 
Book Collection Improvement 
Project 
Horry County Library (3 branches, 1 bookmobile) 
Kershaw County Library (1 bookmobile) 
Lancaster County Library (1 branch, 1 bookmobile) 
Laurens County Library (1 branch, 1 bookmobile) 
Lexington County Library (5 branches, 1 bookmobile) 
Marion County Library (3 branches) 
Newberry County Library (1 branch, 1 bookmobile) 
Oconee County Library (3 branches, 1 bookmobile) 
Richland County Public Library (5 branches, 2 bookmobiles) 
Spartanburg County Library (3 branches, 2 bookmobiles) 
Sumter County Library (1 bookmobile) 
York County Library (3 branches, 1 bookmobile) 
Major Emphasis of Project: 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1974 
Title --"'--------------
Project V-A: BCIP 
1. .Service to disadvantaged in low-income areas: NA 
2. Strengthening State Library administrative agency: NA 
3. Strengthening metropolitan public libraries serving as resource centers: NA 
Relation of Project to: 
1. 
2. 
Early childhood education: 
education programs 
Drug abuse education: NA 
Will contribute materials to support childhood 
3. "Right to read": 
this program. 
Will provide the means to participate successfully in 
4. Environmental education: NA 
5. Career education: NA 
400--8/23/71 
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"REVISED FY 174 PROGRAM" 
DEPARTMENT" Of HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE An answer is required FORM APPROVED 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION for each item on this form. O.M.B. NO. 51·R0712 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202 
THIS REPORT IS FOR TITLE 
PROJECT REPORT [}(' ::o~~~~SED L-, AN ACTUAL : PROJECT I 
... 
For Titles I and Ill of the Library Services and Construction Act, os amended P.L. 91-600 FISCAL YEAR ENDING STATE l~PROJECT NO. 
,Read the Instructions before completing this report) June 30, 19 74 South Carolin V-B 
1. NAME (Identify if state aQency, reQional or local library, orQanization, or institution that will administer the project) TELEPHONE (Area code, Number, Extension) 
South Carolina State Librarv 
ADDRESS (Number, street, city and State) I COUNTY ! ZIP CODE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT!S) (If less than entire 
Box 11469 Columbia, South Carolina Richland 29211 
State, list by number) 
All P. 0. 
2. NAME OF PROJECT 
V-B Book Collection Imorovement Proiect-Juvenile (BCIP-J) (other) 
3. PROJECT DATES ex INITIAL PROJECT Q CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER 
a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN '(years) 1 I b. PROJECT BEGAr-.. 1974 I c. PROPOSED TERMINATION DATE 1974 
-c 
.... 4. GEOGRAPHICAL AND POPULATION DATA (Complete all olthe sub-item> applicable to this project) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
-c 
Q (1) TOTAL NUMBER OF COUNTIES SERVED 10 (1)[ BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES J (3) [J REFERENCE SERVICE 
.... (2) NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE AREA SERVED BY THE PROJECT zsg RRg (2) C'coMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 1 (4)0 ~:~Ht'c_I~AL PROCESSING u 
w (3) PREDOMINANT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (Give best estimate of the percenta~e (5JC":' OTHER (Specify) 
..... 
0 
IX 
distribution of persons served within each of the followinQa reas) 
0. 
3. 03 '7c (2) APPALACHIA25, 33 '7c b. (I) URBAr.q 7 • 5 7'7. (2) SUBURBAN 52. 43'7c '7c I a. (1) MODEL CITY NEIGHBORHOOD 
(3) RURAL 
-c 6. TYPE OF GROUP(Check the box which best describes the population served by the project) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of the percenla~e distribution of 
z (1)0 ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED persons served in the project by aQe Qroups (see item 4.b.) 
0 j: (2)0 PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED; GIVE PERCENTAGE OF THIS GROUP THAT IS BLIND '7c {1) CHILDREN (a~e 0·14) 85 927 WORKING AGE/ 104 u (3) GRADUATE (a~e 25-64) 
ILl (3J0MIGRANT (4)lli] GENERAL PUBLIC AREA (5) CJ OTHER (Specify) (2) YOUTH (Bile 15·24) 4R 4RS (4! AGED (a~e 65 and over) 21, 3 55 
"' e. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP IS THIS PROJECT PRIMARILY FOR A SPECIFIC ETHNIC OR RA· . : i'· .. '· ,· ... ,.,,· } ·· .. ·· .. : .. _,.: .··· 
., ·-· •. ,,.·._.,,,_ ,,. }. . ) i: CIAL GROUP! (II "YES," ~ive best estimate of percenlaQe distribution of persons 
served by race or ethnic Qroup) GYES ~NO 9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES 
122 
IF SPANISH SURNAMED 
(1) TOTAL (Sum of items (2) thru ( 11) (6) OTHER ACADEMIC 
(1) a. AMERICAN INDIANS '7c (2)a. MEXICAN AMERICANS '7c R (7) SPECIAL 
b. AMERICAN OR.IENTALS '7c b. CUBAN '7c PUBLIC 8 (8) HOSPITALS 
c. NEGRO '7. c. PUERTO RICAN '7c (3) SCHOOL (9) CORRECTIONAL 
d. WHITE 'l"c d. OTHER '7c (4) VOCATIONAL 
HtSI_D_EN I AL 
J(IO) SCHOOLS 
e. OTHER '7c i . ?< : ~;-;y ?f 1 (5) JR. COLLEGE (!I) OTHER 
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES (Fill in Line 1 tor "PROPOSED" and Line 2 tor "Actual" exp<mditures, OE Form 3II4-3. Round all amounts to nearest dollar) 
"' 
BY CATEGORY (Columns 1-7) BY SOURCE (Columns 8-11) 
,w TOTAL ~~~~ PROJECT SALARIES BOOKS AUDIQ-VISUAL CONTRACTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (Must equal EQUIPMENT 
zt-1- AND WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 7) 
o-cx (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) ( 10) (II) 
_co 
t-Zo. 
uww 1. Proposed 11' 601 1,288 12,889 12,889 12,889 wo.ar: 
on>< / 
w 
--2. Actual /·-c ( ; 
u 
I CERTIFY that all of the infonnation NAME OF HEAD, STATE'LIBRARY AGENCY (Type) SIGNATURE I DATE • .,o Uzo contained herein is correct to the best /"~ tLl/ / //h:r,'/ k::_ woz of my knowledge. .( 1' Feb. 2, 1974 "'i=< Estellene P. Walker, Librarian 
,/ ' 
--
--OE FORM 3114-1, 6/73 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE (See reverse of this form) 
SECTION C- DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT (Complete at be~innin~ of the year ONLY) 
The narrative aescr1ption should provide all information essen.tial to understand the general dlmensions of the pruject. (Type on 8 x 10 1/2 inch or 8 1/2 x 11 inch unruled white 
paper and submit with .this form.) 
1. Include a statement which shown the contributions of this project toward attaining the goals of the long-range program. 
2. Include a general deseription of the project. 
3. Describe the general aims of the project. 
4. Describe the method of administering the project (e.g., by contract, State a~ency, local agency). 
S. Describe special or unique characteristics of the project, particular areas of emphasis, and special resources required to conduct this project. 
6. Explain if the objectives to be served by this project are the result of or are influenced by particular economic or social conditions of the area (e.~ .• primary occupation, · 
population density, depressed area.) 
7. Include a map of the geographical area served by the project, where app;"Opriate. 
8. Identify all public and nonpublic libraries, agencies, organizations. and institutions participating in this project, by name, type of organization. Attach list. 
SECTION D • EVALUATION REPORT (Complete for ail projects at END. of fiscal year report, and submit with "Actual" Annual Expenditures Report, OE Form 3114·3) 
Indicate any change in the information supplied in Section B of this form submitted at the beginning of the fiscal year. Describe accomplishment(s) and failure(s) of the project 
as measured by State agency evaluation criteria. Describe problems encountered; special experiences and observation; effectiveness of project in achieving objectives of the 
State long-range program. Attach a copy of any materials prepared for publicity of the project, such as press releases, or brochures announcing availability of scholarships. 
Include a copy of feature stories, news reports, and photographs. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING REPORT 
(OE Form 3114-1, for Titles I and Ill of the Library Services and Construction Act, as Amended, P.L. 91-600) 
Complete this form for each project included in the Annual Program under Titles I and III. Identify each additional sheet attached to OE Form 3114-1 with name of State, LSCA 
Title, fiscal year, and project number in upper righthand comer. 
At beginning of fi seal year: 
1. Complete Sections A, Item 1 of 8, and Section C. 
2. Submit "Proposed" Project Report before July 1 of the fiscal year during which the project will be in progress. 
At end of fiscal year for all projects: 
1. Make a copy of "Proposed" Project Report if submitted at beginning of fiscal year. Update for actual accomplishments. A project report form must be submitted for all projects. 
2. Fill in line "2" of Section 8; 
3. Prepare Evaluation Report required in Section D; 
4. Submit "Actual" Project Report with "Actual" Expenditure Report (OE Form 3114·3) as soon as possible after end of fiscal year but not later than September 30. 
In completing this form, an answer must be provided for each numbered item and sub-items thereof. Use the letters "N.A." to fill in the space provided if a particular question is 
"not appropriate" to the project. If requested information is "not available" give your best estimate and so indicate by adding "est.". 
1. Salaries and Wages 
2. Books 
3. Audiovisual Materials 
4. Equipment 
S. Contractual Services 
6. Other Expenses 
GSA DC 73.14019 
DEFINITIONS OF EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES- SECTION B 
Show the amount for gross salaries or wages of employees in full time equivalents; 
Show the allowable expenditures for the purchase of books; 
Show the allowable expenditures for the purchase of audiovisual materials, 
Show the expenditures for equipment such as shelving, re2dirlg desks, typewriters, bookmobiles, and other objects of non-expendable equipment; 
Show the expenditures for services performed by an outside organization or firm. Submit two copies of each contract document; 
Show the operating expenses, such as travel, supplies, printing and postage, rental of space, and other services which do not fall into the 
other categories (e.~ .• scholarships, traineeships, internships, etc.). 
SIGN AND DATE REPORT. MAIL (3 copies) to the appropriate Regional Office of the U.S. Office of Education. 
OE 3114-1 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1974 
Title I 
--=---------------------------------------Project V-B: BCIP--Juyenile 
SECTION C--DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
1. Contributions toward attaining goals of the long range program: This project 
supports Goal II B and aids public libraries of South Carolina in improving 
and enlarging their book collections in order to provide better library service. 
2. General description: The Book Collection Irnpro vement Project--Juvenile is 
a special program for libraries which do not qualify for the full BCIP project. 
It provides grants to participating county and regional libraries with which to 
purchase standard titles for children and young people. [Libraries which own 
at least one book per capita may use up to 10% of the grant for audio-visual 
materials (records, filmstrips or cassettes). ] As well as strengthening the 
total library resources, materials purchased will be used to help carry-on the 
American Patriot Reading Club, a special Bicentennial Project being conducted 
in South Carolina during the summers of 1974 and 1975. Libraries receiving 
grants must meet minimum requirements for State and Federal Aid. Libraries 
must furnish the State Library with proof that current book budgets will not be 
reduced due to the receipt of grant funds. Grants are paid to the libraries on 
a reimbursement basis upon the submission of acceptable records of the expen-
diture of the funds. 
In 1973-74, eight county and regional libraries are expected to partici-
pate in the project. Grants will be made on a per capita basis according to the 
juvenile population (age 0-14) as determined by the 1970 census. 
3, General aims: The aims of the Book Collection Improvement Project-Juvenile 
are to strengthen the resources of South Carolina public libraries and to support 
the Bicentennial activities of the libraries, specifically the American Patriot 
Reading Club. 
100--6/10/71 
OE 3114-1 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1974 
Title __:::I _____________ _ 
Project V-B: BCIP- -Juvenile 
4. Method of administering: The Book Collection Improvement Project-Juvenile 
is admin~stered by the Field Services Staff of the State Library and financial 
records maintained by the State Library. 
5. Special or unigue characteristics; The American Patriot Reading Club, which 
this project will make possible, will encourage knowledge and appreciation 
of state and national history and culture. 
Areas of emphasis: Early childhood education 
Special resources required: Books and A- V materials 
6. Objectives, result of or influenced by particular economic or social conditions: 
NA 
, 7. Map of the geographical area: The attached map shows participating county and 
regional libraries. 
8. Public and non-public libraries, agencies, organizations, and institutions parti-
cipating in this project: 
Allendale- Hampton-Jasper Regional Library 
Calhoun County Library 
Chesterfield County Library 
Dorchester County Library 
Marlboro County Library 
Saluda County Library 
Orangeburg County Library 
Williamsburg County Library 
500.,.- 6/10/71 
Major Emphasis of Project: 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1974 
Title _..:! ____________ _ 
Project V-B: BCIP- -Juvenile 
1. .Service to disadvantaged in low-income areas: NA 
2. Strengthening State Library administrative agency: NA 
3. Strengthening metropolitan public libraries serving as resource centers: NA 
Relation of Project to: 
1. Early childhood education: Will contribute materials to support childhood 
education progra1ns. 
2. Drug abuse education: NA 
3. "Right to read": NA 
4. Environmental education: NA 
5. Career education: NA 
400--8/23/71 
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Title I: Project V-B 
Book Collection 
Improvement-Juvenile 
.~· 
. ... '-UOA 
ANNCl·. L ::-'ROGRAlv!: LSCA 
State 
FiscalYear 1974 
Title I V-B 
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DEPARHlENT OF H TION, AND WELFARE 
EDUCATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202 
PROJECT REPORT 
"REVISED FY 174 PROGRAM'' 
An answer is required 
for each item on this form. 
RT IS FOR 
C~ AN ACTUAL PROJECT 
TITLE 
FORM APPROVED 
O.M.B. NO. 51-R0712 
For Titles I and Ill of the library Services and Construction Act, as amended P.L. 91-600 
,Read the Instructions before comp/etin~ this report) June 30, 
STATE PROJECT NO. 
s. c. VII 
~ 
... 
~ 
Q 
... 
u 
w 
-. 
0 
IX 
a. 
I 
~ 
% 
0 j::: 
u 
IU 
"' 
"' 
1. NAME (Identify if state aQency, reQional or local library, orQanization, or institution that will administer the project) 
rolina State Librar 
ADDRESS (Number, street, city and State) 
(3) PREDOMINANT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (Give best estimate of the percenta~Ze 
distribution of persons served within each of the lollowinQa reas) 
TELEPHONE (Area code, Number, Extension) 
ess than entire 
211 
NUMBER 
a. (I) MODEL CITY NEIGHBORHOOD b. (1) URBAN47. 57'7o (2) SUBURBAN ';o (3) RURAL 52. 43'7o 
~-· ... - ..... -n--· , ......... a.n un;; ......................... '"""'~· ..... ~,_,., ..... 'C<>o ... ..,. ,., ..... ,.,LHGUVII "'"''"""" ... IUT lUIC" fUVJIC"'I...I) I'' AGE GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of the percentaQe distribution of 
764 
~~;:,~,r nuuor nc <>A- I (2) YOUTH f•l• U ii!J . 5] 9, Q33j (4{AGED (•I• ~§ 80111 ~·~ lu~JUr ~JpO 
I~ I TOTAL ID:;:, PROJECT SALARIES BOOKS AUDID-VISUAL EQUIPMENT CONTRACTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (Must equal 
zt-1- AND WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col.?) 
20~ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (II) 
t-Za.. 
uww 
wa..a:: 
on)( 
w 
1. Proposed 
2. Actual 
I CERTIFY that all of the information 
contained herein is correct to the best 
of my knowledge. 
75, 000 
NAME OF HEAD, STATE.LIBRARY AGENCY (Type) 
Estellene P. Walker, 
OE FORM 3114-1, 6/73 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE 
85, 356 85, 356 
1974 
s form) 
SECTION C- DESCRIPTION OF Pf<OJi::CT (Complete at be~innin/;l of the year ONLY) 
The narrative aescnption should provide all information essential to understand the general dimensions of the project. (Type on 8 x 10 1/2 inch or 8 1/2 x 11 inch unruled white 
paper and sulmit with .this form.) 
1. Include a statement which shown the contributions of this project toward attaining the goals of the long-range program. 
2. Include a general deseription of the project. 
3. Describe the general aims of the project. 
4. Describe the method of administering the project (e.~ .• by contract, State aBency, local agency). 
S. Describe special or unique characteristics of the project, particular areas of emphasis, and special resources required to conduct this project. 
6. Explain if the objectives to be served by this project are the result of or are influenced by particular economic or social conditions of the area (e.~ .• primary occupation, 
population density, depressed area.) 
7. Include a map of the geographical area served by the project, where appropriate. 
8. Identify all public and nonpublic libraries, agencies, organizations. and institutions participating in this project, by name, type of organization. Attach list. 
SECTION D-EVALUATION REPORT (Complete for all projects at END. of fiscal year report, and submit with "Actual" Annual Expenditures Report, OE Form 3114-3) 
Indicate any change in the information supplied in Section B of this form submitted at the beginning of the fiscal year. Describe accomplishment(s) and failure(s) of the project 
as measured by State agency evaluation criteria. Describe problems encountered; special experiences and observation; effectiveness of project in achieving objectives of the 
State long-range program. Attach a copy of any materials prepared for publicity of the project, such as press releases, or brochures announcing availability of scholarships. 
Include a copy of feature stories, news reports, and photographs. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING REPORT 
(OE Form 3114-1, for Titles I and lll of the Library Services and Construction Act, ~s Amended, P.L. 91-600) 
Complete this form for each project included in the Annual Program under Titles I and III. Identify each additional sheet attached to OE Form 3114-1 with name of State, LSCA 
Title, fiscal year, and project number in upper rightnand comer. 
At beginning of fi seal year: 
1. Complete Sections A, Item 1 of B, and Section C. 
2. Submit "Proposed" Project Report before July 1 of the fiscal year during which the project will be in progress. 
At end of fiscal year for all projects: 
1. Make a copy of "Proposed" Project Report if submitted at beginning of fiscal year. Update for actual accomplishments. A project report form must be submitted for all projects. 
2. Fill in line "2" of Section B; 
3. Prepare Evaluation Report required in Section D; 
4. Submit "Actual" Project Report with "Actual" Expenditure Report (OE Form 3114·3) as soon as possible after end of fiscal year but not later than September 30. 
In completing this form, an answer must be provided for each numbered item and sub-items thereof. Use the letters "N.A." to fill in the space provided if a particular question is 
"not appropriate" to the project. If requested information is "not available" give your best estimate and so indicate by adding "est.". 
1. Salaries and Wages 
2. Books 
3. Audiovisual Materials 
4. Equipment 
S. Contractual Services 
6. Other Expenses 
GSA DC 73. 14019 
DEFINITIONS OF EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES- SECTION B 
Show the amount for gross salaries or wages of employees in full time equivalents; 
Show the allowable expenditures for the purchase of books; 
Show the allowable exPenditures for the purchase of audiovisual materials; 
Show the expenditures for equipment s.uch as shelving, reading desks, typewriters, bookmobiles, and other objects of non-expendable equipment; 
Show the expenditures for services performed by an outside organization or firm. Submit two copies of each contract document; 
Show the operating expenses, such as travel, supplies, printing and postage, rental of space, and other services which do not fall into the 
other categories (e.~ .• scholarships, traineeships, internships, etc.). 
SIGN AND DATE REPORT. MAIL (3 copies) to the appropriate Regional Office of the U.S, Office of Education. 
OE 3114-1 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1974 
Title _..:1=--------------
Project VII: Film Program 
SECTION C--DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
1. Contributions toward attaining goals of the long range program: 
This project fulfills Goal ICl by making available at the State level a central 
collection of motion picture films. 
2. General description: In order to avoid the establishment of a second film library 
at State level, the State Library will contract with Educational Services, Instruc-
tional Services Center, University of South Carolina to make available film ser .. 
vices to public and state institutional libraries. The Center will house and operate 
the program in return for compensation from the State Library. It will purchase, 
maintain, and distribute motion picture films to qualifying libraries in accordance 
with rules and regulations adopted by the two agencies. Films purchased for the 
program will be adult films of cultural, educational, and informational value, 
preferably those adapted to use with discussion and primarily in the areas of arts, 
humanities, travel, and social, political and economic fields. 
The State Library will plan and implement in 1974-75 a program to provide 
instruction and training in the handling and use of films and equipment for partici-
pating librarians. Use of the films in the community will be promoted by care-
fully planned publicity. 
3. General aims: The general aim of this program is to demonstrate the effectiveness 
of 16mm films in expanding the informational resources of public and institutional 
libraries and in reaching a clientele as yet little affected by the library's book 
oriented programs. This program will strengthen the services and resources of 
local public and state institutional libraries economically and efficiently. Provision 
of a central collection of films will prevent costly duplication of resources and xnake 
available to the public a far broader selection of films than any library could pro-
vide alone. 
500--6/10/71 
OE 3114-l 6/71 South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1974 
Title I 
-----------------------------Project VII: Film Program 
4. Method of administering: 
The program will be administered under contract by the Instructional Services 
Center, University of South Carolina. The State Library will maintain fiscal 
records and provide over-all supervision. 
5. Special or unigue characteristics; 
For the first time public and institutional libraries will have direct access to 
a major film resource. 
Areas of emphasis: 
NA 
Special resources required: 
A carefully selected, balanced collection of motion picture films. 
6. Objectives, result of or influenced by particular economic or social conditions: 
NA 
'7. Map of the geographical area: The entire state 
8. Public and non-public libraries, agencies, organizations, and institutions parti-
cipating in this project: 
The initial target of this project are the public and institutional libraries in the 
state. 
soo--6/10/71 
Major Emphasis of Project: 
South Carolina State Library 
1500 Senate Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
Fiscal Year 1974 
Title ___:1=---------------
Project VII: Film Program 
1. .Service to disadvantaged in low-income areas: NA 
2. Strengthening State Library administrative agency: NA 
3. Strengthening metropolitan public libraries serving as resource centers: NA 
Relation of Project to: 
1. Early childhood education: 
2. Drug abuse education: 
3. 11 Right to read 11 : 
4. Environmental education: 
5. Career education: 
400--8/23/71 
Films supporting each of these 
areas will be included in the 
collection for use of libraries. 
\ 
"Revised FY 174 Program" 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE An answer is required FORM APPROVE"D 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION for each item on this form. O.M.B. NO. 51-R0712 
WASHINGTON, D.C. ZOZOZ 
THIS REPORT IS FOR TITLE 
PROJECT REPORT GC A PROPOSED PROJECT c.-· AN ACTUAL ·- PROJECT III 
-For Titles I ond Ill of the Library Services and Construction Act, <;IS amended P.L. 91-600 FISCAL YEAR ENDING STATE rROJEICT NO. 
jRead the lnstnzctions before compfetin~ this report) June 30, 19 74 S.C. 
I. NAME (Identify it state aJZency, reQional or local library, orQanization, or institution that will administer the project) TELEPHONE (Area code, Number, Extension) 
South Carolina State Librarv (803)_ 758-3181· 758-3182 
ADDRESS (Number, street, city and State) I COUNTY I ZIP CODE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTIS) (/flesa than entue 
Box 11469. 29211 
State, liat by number) 
P. 0. Columbia. S. c. Richland All 
Z. NAME OF PROJECT 
I· Communications Network (Interlibrary Coo:geration) 
3. PROJECT OATES C INITIAL PROJECT [Rj CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER I 
~ a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN "(years) 10 I b. PROJECT BEGAI'o Fiscal 1971 Jc. PROPOSED TERMINATION DATE 1980 
... 4. GEOGRAPHICAL AND POPULATION DATA (Complete all of the sub·items applicable to this project) S. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
~ 
Q (1) TOTAL NUMBER OF COUNTIES SERVED 46 (1JC: BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES I (3) 0 REFERENCE SERVICE 
... (2) NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE AREA SERVED BY THE PROJECT 2,590,516 {1) CJClcoMMUNICATIONS NETWORKJ(4) 0 n;~;:r~f.AL PROCESSING u 
w (3) PREDOMINANT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (Give best estimate of the po:rcentaQe (5)[J OTHER (Specify{ 
... 
0 distribution ol persons served within each of the followinQa teas) 
~ CL. 
I .. (1) MODEL CITY NEIGHBORHOOD 3.03 '7o (2) APPALACHIA25. 33 '7o b. (1) URBAN4 7 0 5 '7o (2) SUBURBAN '7o (3) RURAL 52. 43 '7o 
~ 6. TYPE OF GROUP(Check the bor which best describes the population served by the project) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of the percenta~e diatribution of 
z 
0 
(l)D ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED persons served in the project by aQe Qroupa (see item 4.b.) 
t= (2)0 PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED; GIVE PERCENTAGE OF THIS GROUP THAT IS BLIND '7o (11 CHILDREN 787, 709 WORKING AGE/ 1. 092. 764 u (1) GRADUATE 
w (JJQMIGRANT (4)rn GENERAL PUBLIC AREA (5) 0 OTHER (Specify) (2) YOUTH 519,083 (4) AGED 19_0 96.1> 
"' a. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP IS THIS PROJECT PRIMARILY FOR A SPECIFIC ETHNIC OR RA-
.. ·• .· .. 
CIAL GROUP? (II uyES," Qive best estimate of percentaQe distribution ol persons .. 
aerved by ract'l or ethnic Jlroup) OvEs (K] NO 9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES 
IF SPANISH SURNAMED ( 1) TOTAL (Sum of items (2) thru ( 11) (6) OTHER ACADEMIC 1 
(1) a. AMERICAN INDIANS '7o (2) a. MEXICAN AMERICANS 
"· 
4 
(7) SPECIAL 
b. AMERICAN ORIENTALS ,.. b. CUBAN '7o PUBLIC 3 (!)HOSPITALS 
-
c. NEGRO ,; c. PUERTO RICAN ,.. (3) SCHOuL (9) CORRECTIONAL 
d. WHITE 
"· 
d. OTHER 
"· 
(4) VOCATIONAL 
_L(IO) ;~~:,Uo""ts IAL 
•· OTHER % ki • ·• ••· · .............. ·. c i L. · · ·· · · .. (5) JR. COLLEGE (II) OTHER 
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES (Fill in Line 1 for "PROPOSED" and Line:; for "Actual" eJ<penditures, OE. Form 3114-3. Round all amounts to nearest dollar) 
., BY CATEGORY (Columns l-7) BY SOURCE (Columns 8-11) 
,w TOTAL ID~ PROJECT SALARIES BOOKS AUDio-VISUAL EQUIPMEN1 CONTRACTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (Must equal 
% ...... AND WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 1) o-~ I (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (!) (9) (10) ( ll) 
_co 
._zCL. r-
uww ~ .~ .. 1\1\1\ 
wCL.~ 1. Proposed 
13'vovofr' 1Yvovoo !'ovovo 
... ,~--
M)( Revised 12, Q_OQ 13 000 w ·--
.. ~-., J -
2. Actual 
- "/ ./ 1 
-·-.--....... u, I CERTIFY that all of the infonnation NAME OF HEAO, STATE.LIBRARY AGE.NCY ;Type) j ,. ... ,., ii.' OATE u"'o 
contained herein is correct to the best v: ·~ . ,,, '["-- Feb . 2, 1974 .,zo :~\- -~l-W~~J-.,oz or my knowledge. Esteliene P. Walker, Libraria ~ dU-ly-i.,;=-1-9 7- 3 t=~ 
OE FORJ' ~ll"-1. 6/73 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE 
--
(See reverse- •,s lorrQ) 
r 
l 
Rev.); 
~ 
·n () "Revised FY 174 Program" -~------/ l 
OEPARTWENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE An answer is required FORM APPROVED 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION for each item on this form. O.M.B. NO. 51-R0712 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202 
THIS REPORT IS FOR TITLE 
PROJECT REPORT ~ ~:o~~~~SED ·-·, AN ACTUAL L .. PROJECT 
_... III 
For Titles I and Ill of the library Services and Construction Act, as amended P.L. 91-600 FISCAL YEAR ENDING STATE 'PROJECT NO. 
1'Read the Instructions before complelin/5 this report) June 30, 1974 South Carolina III 
I. NAME (Identity it :~tate aQency, re~ional or local library, orQaniz.ation, or institution that will administer the proJect) TELEPHONE (Area code, Number, Exten.~ion) 
South Carolina State Library (803 )758-3181· 758-3182 
ADDRESS (Number, 5treet, city and Stale) I COUNTY I ZIP CODE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT!Sl (It less than ent~re 
Box 11469, 
State, fiat bY. num6er) 
P.O. Columbia, South Carolina Richland 29211 l, 4, 
2. NAME OF PROJECT 
III: Area Reference Resource Centers (Interlibrary Cooperation} 
3. PROJECT OATES C INITIAL PROJECT [gJ CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT, GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER 
~ 
a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN '(years) 20 years I b. PROJECT BEGAI'o 1968 Jc. PROPOSED TERMINATION DA1"E 1988 
.... 4. GEOGRAPHICAL AND POPULATION DATA (Complete all of the sub-items applicable to this project) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
~ 
46 (l)c: BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES I (3) ~ REFERENCE •. SERVICE Q (I) TOTAL NUMBER OF COUNTIES SERVED 
.... (2) NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE AREA SERVED BY THE PROJECT 2 590 516 (2) ['COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK I (4) Q :~~HI'::.'iAL PROCESSING u 
ILl (3) PREDOMINANT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (Give best estimate of the percenta~e (5)C; OTHER (Specifi-) .., 
0 
0:: 
distribution of persons served within each of the lollowinQa reas) 
G. (1) MODEL CITY NEIGHBORHOOD 3.03 '7o (2) APPALACHIA 25, 33'7• b. (1) URBAN47,57'7o (2) SUBURBAN "' (3) RURALS2. 43 '7. I a. ,. 
~ 6. TYPE OF GROUP(Check the box which best describes the population served by the project) 7. AGE GROUP SERVED (Give best estimate of the percenta~e distribution of 
z (lJD ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED persons served in the project by aQe Qroupa (s~e item 4~b.) 
0 
--
i= (2J0 PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED; GIVE PERCENTAGE OF THIS GROUP THAT IS BLIND '7. (1) CHILDREN 787, 709 WORKING AGE/ 1. OQ2, 764 u I (Jl GRADUATE 
ILl (JJ0MIGRANT (4)1'KJ GENERAL PUBLIC AREA (5) CJ OTHER (Specify) (2) YOUTH 519,-083 I (4} AGED . -r9<r. 96o ., 
a. ETHNIC OR RACIAL GROUP IS THIS PROJECT PRIMARILY FOR A SPECIFIC ETHNIC OR RA· -·--· -
CIAL GROUP! (If "YES, .. Qive beat estimate of percentaQe distribution of persons J 
••rved by race or ethnic Qroup) DYES IX] NO 9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES 
IF SPANISH SURNAMED (1) TOTAL (Sum of items ('2) thru (11) (6) OTHER ACADEMIC 
(1) a. AMERICAN INDIANS .,. (2) a. MEXICAN AMERICANS .,. 3 (1) SPECIAL 
b. AMERICAN ORIE'NTALS '7. b. CUBAN '7. PUBLIC 3 (8) HOSPITALS 
c. NEGRO '7 .. c. PUERTO RICAN '7. (3) SCHOOL (9) CORRECTIONAL 
d. WHITE '7· d. OTHER '7. 
(4) VOCATIONAL •(10) ~~~~Uo''tsTIAL 
e. OTHER '7. ............ . (5) JR. COLLEGE (11) OTHER 
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES (Fill in Line 1 for "PROPOSED" and Line 2 for "Actual" expenditures, OE Form 3114-J. Round all amounts to nearest dollar) 
., BY CATEGORY (Columns 1·7) BY SOURCE (Columns 8-11) 
,w TOTAL 
.. ~ PROJECT SALARIES BOOKS AUDIOoVISUAL EQUIPMENT CONTRACTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (llfust C'QUBI 
ze-t- AND WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 7.' oa~ III (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (1) (8) (9) ( 10) ( 11) 
t:za.. 
~-~088o: uww 1. Proposed ~ ,, - ·--20.,.000. ·~ 1-20,-000-~- , ______ _,_ ._,._,___ , .• -20,000 ~ wa..o:: on X Revised t5''0'0'b 
-
30 00( 30 000 30 000 
ILl - •. 
2. Actual ~· 
' . 
u, 
I CERTIFY that all or the information NAME OF HEAD, STATE'LI9RARY AGENCY (Typ's) "''""·'~ DATE • .,o Feb. 2, 1974 ~ Uzo contained herein is conect to the best / ' ( ' . ILIOz r~r)j; ~~~ ~ ) ~~,LP_.L-v_J .. -- 3'-uly I, -l-9-7J-"'t=~ of my knowledge. Esteilene P. Walker, Librar iar.f" ~.) 
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/ "Revised FY 1 74 Program" 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE An answer is required FORM APPROVED 
OFFICE OF EDUCATION for each item on this fonn. O.M.B. NO. 51·R0712 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202 
THIS REPORT IS FOR TITLE 
PROJECT REPORT G' A PROPOSED ,- · AN ACTUAL III PROJECT L. PROJECT 
For Titles r and Ill of the Library Services and Construction Act, OS amended P.L. 91-600 FISCAL YEAR ENDING STATE IPR~ECT NO. 
,·Read the Instructions before completing this report} June 30, 19 74 s. c. 
t. NAME (Identify it state aQency, re~ional or local library, orQanization. or institution that will administer the proJect) TELEPHONE (Area code, Number. Eztens1on; 
Sonth Carolina State l ibrarv (803) 758-3181· 758-3182 
ADDRESS (Number, street, city and State) I COUNTY I ZIP CODE CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT!$) (llle5S than entire 
PO. Box 11469 Richland 29211 
State. list by number) 
All Columbia s. c. 
2. NAME OF PROJECT 
Title III: Proiect V: Interlibrary Loan Network (Interlibrary Cooperation) 
3. PROJECT OATES [X INITIAL PROJECT c.; CONTINUING PROJECT IF CONTINUING PROJECT. GIVE PREVIOUS PROJECT NUMBER 
~ a. ESTIMATED TOTAL TIME SPAN '(years) Indefinite I b. PROJECT BEGAI'< July 1, 1972 jc. PROPOSED TERMINATION DATE Indefinite 
~ 4. GEOGRAPHICAL AND POPULATION DATA (Complete all of the sub·items appl1cable to this project) 5. FOR TITLE Ill, INDICATE TYPE OF PROJECT 
~ 
Q (1) TOTAL NUMBER OF COUNTIES SERVED 46 (IJC: BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERVICES I (3) c-= REFERENCE SERVICE 
~ (2) NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THE AREA SERVED BY THE PROJECT 2 590 516 (2J L.coMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 1 (4) ~ ~$-iH,~I~AL PROCESSING u 
ILl (3) PREDOMINANT CHARACTERISTIC OF AREA SERVED (Gi>·e best estimate of the percenta(le (S) ~OTHER (Spec if;? 1nter library Loan ... 
0 distribution of persons served within each o/ the followinQa reas) 
Q: 
ct. 3.03 '7o (2) APPALACHIA 25. 3~· b. (I) URBA"-4 7 0 OO':'o {l) SUBURBAN ----~D (3) RURAL 52, 43 '7o I .. (1) MODEL CITY NEIGHBORHOOD 
~ 6. TYPE OF GROUP(Check the box which best describes the population served by the project) 1. AGE GROUP SERVED (Gi>·e best estimate of the percenta(le distribution of 
z: 
0 
(1)0 ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED persons served in the project by aQe Qroup• (see item 4.b.) 
t= (2)0 PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED; GIVE PERCENTAGE OF THIS GROUP THAT IS BLIND ':'o (ll CHILDREN 787, 709 WORKING AGE/ 1,092. 764 u (3) GRADUATE 
ILl (3J0MIGRANT (4)00 GENERAL PUBLIC AREA (S)CJ OTHER (Specify) (2) YOUTH, -519083 (4) AGED 190 960 
"' 8. EHlNIC OR RACIAL GROUP IS THIS PROJECT PRIMARILY FOR A SPECIFIC ETHNIC OR RA· -
CIAL GROUP? (If "YES," Qive best estimate of percentaQe distribution of persons 
DYES OONO 9. NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES __ •erved by race or ethnic Qroup) 
IF SPANISH SURNAMED ( 1) TOTAL (Sum of items (2) thru (11) (6) OTHER ACADEMIC 28 
(1) a. AMERICAN INDIANS 'll'o (2)a. MEXICAN AMERICANS 'll'o 144 (7) SPEC•"'' 3 
b. AMERICAN ORIENTALS ':'o b. CUBA~ 
'· 
PUBLI;; 40 (8) HOSPITALS 4 
c. NEGRO 'l/', c. PUERTO RICAN 'll'o ( 3) SCHOOL 42 (!I) CORRECTIONAL 7 
d. WHITE % d. OTHER 'll'o (4) VOCATIONAL 3 •(10) S~~~DOEL"sTIAL 8 
e. OTHER 'll'o (S) JR. COLLEGE 8 <IIJ OTHERState Dept. Educ at ion 
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES (Fill in Line 1 lor "PROPOSED" and Line 2 for "Actual" expendi;ures, 0£ Form 3114-3. Round all arr.ounts to nearest dollar) 
"' 
BY CATEGORY (Columns 1·7) BY SOURCE (Columns 8·11) 
,w TOTAL ID~ PROJECT SALARIES BOOKS AUDID-VISUAL EQUIPMENT CONTRACTUAL OTHER TOTAL FOR FEDERAL STATE LOCAL (!lfusl equal 
z:t-1- AND WAGES MATERIALS SERVICES EXPENSES PROJECT FUNDS FUNDS FUNDS Col. 7) o-a: v (1) (2) (3) (4) (5} (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) ( 11) _oo 
~Zct. 
,,., nnL. io~-~~ ,.,.. ""'&- I." ·-""' uww It n. _ .s ,.,,. "n. ... ,., ILl'"-~ Revised ~~' "9"'t6 ~3u'966- 44'962 3,966 2o,'ff'Oo 44;962 w.X ILl -- ,_ . 
--2. Actual ~.;:.-' 
•/ 
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